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In the Key to the True Kabbalah, Franz Bardon demonstrates that mysticism of letters and numbers

-- the true Kabbalah -- is a universal teaching of great antiquity and depth. Throughout the ages,

adepts of every time and place have achieved the highest levels of magical attainment through the

understanding of sound, color, number and vibration as embodied in the Kabbalah. This book, the

third in Bardon's remarkable texts of Hermetic magic, is nothing less than a practical guide to such

attainment. Using the common German alphabet, Bardon guides the reader through ever greater

levels of Kabbalistic achievement. No other available text reveals as great a depth of Kabbalistic

wisdom or provides the reader with as much practical training. Though intended primarily as a

working text for those who have completed Bardon's first and second volumes, Initiation into

Hermetics and The Practice of Magical Evocation, the present work stands on its own, and even

those without the requisite background in practical Hermetics will be fascinated by the author's

intellectual journey through the mysticism of Tantric India, Tibet, the Hebrew Kabbalah, and the

ancient sources of the Western magical tradition. (Also available in hardcover through .com)
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Born on December 1, 1909, in the Czech Republic, Bardon is considered a leader in Hermetic

literature, and destiny proved him to be one of the most remarkable magicians of the 20th century.

Though he maintained a normal life as an industrial mechanic and family man in the Czech town of

Opava, his other, occult life was full of attainment and tragedy. During the last years of WWII,



Bardon spent 3-1/2 months in a concentration camp and was subjected to various tortures because

he would not aid the powers that be in winning the war with his occult powers. After the war, he

dedicated himself to writing of his now famous books on Hermetics. His work was interrupted

forever in 1958 when he was falsely incarcerated for not paying taxes on alcohol used in the

preparation of his spagyric remedies. On July 10, 1958 Bardon died in a prison hospital in Brno,

Czechoslovakia.

Excellent indepth spiritual reading. Book arrived in prestine condition.

Franz Barton is one of the greatest authors to learn from on the topic of magic. He goes into great

details unlike other books which give you a little bit of information here or there. This book is great I

highly recommend it too anyone interested in learning hermetics.

Great work, i read it online (free), so i just had to buy the printed version.

Indispensable for anyone who knows, what it is all about.

Great stuff!

All sounds nice and fine, perfect almost but actual practice could be better explained. For ex. how

one will practice YHWH formula? Or how can you apply formula MSH to depart sea as Moses did

(as Bardon claims in the book but never gives actual steps)? How one does that!? No really,

how!?Step by step guidance how one can put into practice these formulas here is badly needed

here and Bardon choose to remain silent on that.Only one, I repeat only one example step by step

explained would be so beneficial to this book, but no! We are left with muddy exercises and very

bold and optimistic Bardons claims, actual technique in practice is skipped...And If youre trying to

hard to broke the Bardon's code here it can sometimes drive you little mad because you won't be

able to deduce actuall practical steps...In short: interesting and promising but kinda frustrating at the

end. Be carefull...

Yet another excellent text by Franz Bardon. This book, taken together with his two other excellent

textbooks, form a very strong core of study and practical exercises for the serious student of the

Hermetic Sciences. Bardon is clear, concise, and has a good sense of humor. He also anticipates



the important questions of the novice in an easy manner and never takes a condescending tone.

This is not to say that he is an easy master to learn from. He insists that the student hold him/herself

to a very high standard in every aspect of life, and the exercises given are deceptively simple, and

very difficult to perfect. In fact they take a lifetime to do so. If you are looking for an easy system to

rule the universe, this book is not for you. If, however, you are looking for a system to put you on the

path to complete the Great Work, this book, taken in conjunction with Bardon's 'Initiation into

Hermetics' and 'Introduction to Magical Evocation' will do just that... and the Path has it's own

rewards.Best wishes, crowdrepellent

Think of this as part of Western Rajah Yoga. He has a number of exercises in using visualization,

with letters. I had to make a "color ruler", of embroidery thread, of all the colors he cites. I had to

xerox an anatomical drawing of a body, so I could fit the letters where they go. It is helpful to dowse,

for what isn't clear. The author recommends getting to at least Step 8 in Initiation into Hermetics,

and that's not a bad idea. Go slow, with this one. Spend at least a week, mastering each letter. This

system is fun to play with.
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